inReach Enterprise Plans
Monthly Charge per Device

Bundled Bytes

Overage Fee per 100 Bytes

(Includes airtime and GEOS fees)

(Unused bytes do not rollover)

(Billed only for actual bytes used)

Byte-Based Plan 1

$20.45

1,500

$0.67

Byte-Based Plan 2

$25.90

3,000

$0.45

Byte-Based Plan 3

$34.70

8,000

$0.28

Byte-Based Plan 4

$42.20

12,000

$0.16

Byte-Based Plan 5

$48.20

17,000

$0.23

Byte-Based Plan 6

$70.45

30,000

$0.17

Monthly Plan

Other Fees

Charge per Device

Activate

$24.95

N/A

N/A

Deactivate

$24.95

N/A

N/A

Change Plan

$24.95

N/A

N/A

$5.00 / mo.

N/A

N/A

Suspend

Text Messages (average 80 bytes)—Messages sent and received, with bytes dependent upon message length. Each character is equal to one
byte, with a minimum message size of 16 bytes, not including recipients’ contact information You are charged for both sent and received messages.
Preset Messages and Quick Texts (15 bytes)—Preset messages are short, commonly-used messages that are set up in your back office account
and pre-loaded to your inReach ahead of time. Quick Texts are commonly used messages you want to send often instead of writing a custom reply.
Tracking Points (13 bytes)—Flexible tracking intervals ranging anywhere from 30 seconds to four hours to show worker or asset locations. Each
standard track point is 13 bytes. Starting and stopping tracking consumes 15 bytes each. Every interval change consumes 17 bytes.
Location Pings with MapShare (25 bytes)—Enables you to see a worker or asset location if inReach is powered on but tracking is not activated.
Check Messages (10 bytes)— Use “Check Messages” icon outside normal listening interval to check for pending incoming messages.
Overages—Refer to any data usage over and above a plan’s allocation. In the chart above, overage costs are represented per 100 bytes. You will be
billed for only the amount used. Overage fees are rounded to the nearest cent.

Important Subscription Details: Fees and Activation
An active satellite airtime subscription is required to use inReach. U.S. monthly plan prices do not include: the federal Universal Service Fund Fee and
any applicable state and local taxes. Non-U.S. plans include all applicable VAT.

